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Abstract 
Michel, P., An NP-complete language accepted in linear time by a one-tape Turing machine, 
Theoretical Computer Science 85 (1991) 205-212. 
We consider one-tape nondeterministic Turing machines, i.e. with a unique worktape on which the 
input is written. It is known that there are nonregular languages accepted by such machines in time 
O(n log log n), and an NP-complete language accepted in time O(n log n). We exhibit nonregular 
languages accepted by such machines in time n + O(&log n) or n + O(log’ n), and an NP-complete 
language accepted in time n + O(,/% log n), by using a tight padding method. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider Turing machines with only one tape, on which the input is 
initially written, and a two-way read-write head on this tape. Thus, this unique tape is 
used as input and worktape. Such Turing machines are said to be without input tape by 
Wagner and Wechsung [ 10, p. 291 who define an input tape as a read-only tape. LoryS 
and Liikiewicz [6] call such machines single-tape Turing machines. In this paper we 
call such machines one-tape Turing machines. 
If T is a function from the set N of natural numbers into the set of real numbers, we 
say that a deterministic Turing machine (DTM) M works in time T(n) if for every 
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input x, the computation of M on x takes at most T( 1 x I) steps. Following Wagner and 
Wechsung [lo, p. 721 and other authors (e.g. [S]), we say that a nondeterministic 
Turing machine (NTM) M works in time T(n) if for every accepted input x, there is an 
accepting computation of M on x taking at most T( 1 x I) steps. LoryS and Liskiewicz 
[6] state that such an NTM works weakly in time T(n). An NTM M works strongly in 
time T(n) if for every input x and every computation of M on x, M never takes more 
than T( 1x1) steps. In this paper we use only weakly time-bounded NTMs. Our 
methods do not work for strongly time-bounded NTMs. 
Following the lucid notation of Wagner and Wechsung [lo, p. 5351, we denote by 
T-DTIME(T(n)) (T-NTIME(T(n))) the class of languages accepted by a one-tape 
deterministic (nondeterministic) Turing machine working in time T(n). We denote by 
l-T-DTIME(T(n)) (l-T-NTIME(T(n))) the class of languages accepted by a deter- 
ministic (nondeterministic) Turing machine with a one-way input tape and one 
worktape, working in time T(n). 
We refer to Kobayashi [S] for a brief survey of the results on one-tape TMs. We are 
interested in “low end hierarchy” results, i.e. in the least functions allowing a complex- 
ity class to contain a nonregular set. For DTM, the following theorem gives an answer 
to this problem. 
Theorem 1.1. Zf r(n) = o(n log n), then Reg = T-DTIME(T( n)) 5 T-DTIME(n log n). 
For a proof of Reg = T-DTIME(o(n log n)), see Wagner and Wechsung [lo, p. 1271, 
who use a method coming from Trakhtenbrot [9] and Hartmanis [4], or see Kobayashi 
[S, p. 1881. The strict inclusion comes from (O”1”: nEN}ET-DTIME(n log n). 
For NTM, the problem is open. It is known that (0, l}* -{0”1”:n~N}~T- 
NTIME(nloglog n) (see [lo, p. 1061, where the method of Alt and Mehlhorn [l] is 
used), showing that the same bound as in the deterministic case is not possible. We 
give in Section 2 many examples of nonregular sets that are accepted in linear time by 
a one-tape NTM. 
For TMs with a one-way input tape and one worktape, low end hierarchy results do 
not present any problems. Indeed, it is straightforward to see that {O”l”:n~N) is 
accepted in real time by a deterministic TM with a one-way input tape and one 
worktape, i.e. (O”1”: ~EN}E l-T-DTIME(n). 
For alternating Turing machines, it is known that there are nonregular languages 
that are accepted in linear time by one-tape ATMs. Paul et al. [7] show that 
{~#y#~:~,y,z~{0,1}*,x=z}~T-ATIME(O(n)). 
It is known that I-T-NTIME(n) contains an NP-complete language. See Fagin 
[2, p. 713, or Wagner and Wechsung [ 10, p. 4291 for two such languages. For one-tape 
NTM, it is known that there is an NP-complete language in T-NTIME(n log n) [lo, 
p. 4291. We give a proof of this in Lemma 3.1. We show in Section 3 that there is an 
NP-complete language in T-NTIME(O(n)). In fact, there is an NP-complete language 
in T-NTIME(n + O(&log n)). 
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Our notations are standard. 1 x 1 denotes the length of x, ;1 denotes the empty word, 
C” denotes the set of words of length n over the finite alphabet C, and log a denotes the 
base-two logarithm of a. 
2. A nonregular language accepted in linear time by a one-tape NTM 
In this section we present three examples of languages accepted in short time by 
one-tape NTMs. The fundamental example is Lo (see Definition 2.1) which is 
examined in Theorem 2.2. This language is at the root of other examples (see 
Definition 2.9) and of the NP-complete language presented in Section 3. The tech- 
niques of Theorem 2.2 will be of use in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Next, by another 
technique, we prove a stronger result in Theorem 2.6, which involves another lan- 
guage L1 (see Definition 2.5). Finally, we give an infinite family of examples of 
languages accepted in short time by one-tape NTMs. 
Definition 2.1. Let L~={110213...02k12k+1...u~:~~~, a~{O,l}, I=a(mod2)}, and 
L,, = (0, l>* - L’,. Lo is the set of words on the alphabet (0, l> that cannot be written as 
one 1, two O’s, three l’s, . .., 1 u’s. Note that AEL$. 
Theorem 2.2. For every 6 > 0, LO~T-NTIME(n + s&log n). 
Proof. Firstly, we explain how to count the length of a string of k letters on the very 
tape on which this string is written. The tape is divided into three tracks. The string is 
left unchanged on the first track. Its letters are marked off as soon as they are counted. 
The two other tracks are used to memorize the count by a number written in base 
d (that will be determined later). If this number was kept at the beginning of the string, 
its updating would take more and more time as the head goes back and forth between 
it and the letters that are not yet marked off. It would take a total time 0(k2). So, this 
number is moved along the tape as the string is read. Initially, the head is on the 
beginning of the string and 0 is written on track 2. Suppose that m letters have been 
marked off, and that m is written in base d on track 2 (track 3). Then m + 1 is written in 
base d on track 3 (track 2) starting one cell right to the start of m, and a new letter of 
the string is marked off. The time taken by this incrementing step is at most 
c1 log, m + 1 for a constant cl. There are k incrementing steps, and m is at most k. So 
the total time is at most k(cl log, k + 1) d(c2/log d) klog k for sufficiently large k. By 
choosing d, c2/log d can be made arbitrarily small. 
Now we describe a one-tape nondeterministic Turing machine M accepting L,, in 
time n + E&log n. We recall that this means that for every XEL~ there is an accepting 
computation on x taking at most n+E&log n steps, where n=JxJ, and that M does 
not accept any xEL’,. 
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Let x~L,. Then there is a smallest ka0 such that x=1’0213...ukbiy, 
where a~(0, l}, b=l-a, y=i or y begins with a, i>O, 110213...ukgL$, and 
1’0213 . . . akb’eL,,, i.e. i # k + 1. On the input x, the NTM M guesses the position of the 
letter c preceding immediately ak, and compares the lengths of cuk and b’. M does that 
by incrementing a number m in base d moved along cuk as explained above, and then 
decrementing this number m moved along b’. M accepts if either m is set to 0 before the 
end of b’ is reached, or the head goes beyond the end of b’ while m is not yet set to 0. 
With this definition of M, no input belonging to L’, can be accepted. 
On the accepted input x, an accepting computation takes a time I+ 2 + ... + k - 1 to 
reach c, and a time at most 2(c2/log d) (k + 1) log( k + 1) to move on cakbi. The total 
time is at most (k - 1) k/2 + elk log k, where s1 can be chosen to be arbitrarily small by 
the choice of d. The length of the input x is n = 1 + 2 + ... + k + i -I- ( yl> k(k + 1)/2; so, 
k < $% and k log k < J$2 (log n + 1). The time taken by M on x is, therefore, at most 
n+El&2(logn+ l)<n+&JtElogn. 0 
Corollary 2.3. For every E>O LOeT-NTIME((l +~)rz). 
In the following corollary, l-DPDA denotes the class of languages accepted by 
one-way deterministic pushdown automata. 
Corollary 2.4. (i) Reg = T-NTIME(n) 5 ne, ,, T-NTIME(n + s&log n), 
(ii) ne, ,, T-NT IME(n+s&logn)-l-DPDA#@ 
Proof. (i) is a consequence of (ii). We prove that L,$l-DPDA. Suppose that Loo l- 
DPDA. l-DPDA is closed under complementation; so, L’,el-DPDA. Thus, Lt~l- 
NPDA, the class of languages accepted by one-way nondeterministic pushdown 
automata. l-NPDA is closed under homomorphism. Let h: (0, l}*+{ l>* be the 
homomorphism defined by: h(O)= h(l)= 1. Then ~(L’,)E l-NPDA. But h(L’,)= 
(1”: 312 1 il = /(1+ 1)/2) is not an ultimately periodic set, whereas l-NPDAn { l}* 
contains only ultimately periodic sets (see e.g. [3, p. 1961): a contradiction. 0 
The language Lo is only an example, among others, of a language accepted in linear 
time by one-tape NTM. We present below two other examples. 
Definition 2.5. Let L; = {bin(O) # bin( 1) # . . . #bin(k): kEN}, where bin(u) is the 
natural number a written in binary, and L1 = (0, 1, #}*-L’,. L; was introduced by 
Stearns et al. [S] as an example of language accepted by TM with small space (see also 
[lo, p. 1311). 
Theorem 2.6. For every E >O L1 ET-NTIME(n + E log2 n). 
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Proof. If x does not begin with 0 #, then x is immediately accepted. So we can 
suppose that x begins wth 0 #. Then there is a largest keN such that 
u = bin(O) # bin(l) # . . . # bin(k) # is a prefix of x. Let x = uu. The machine guesses 
where bin(k) begins, and deterministically increases this number by one on a track, 
and compares the result w to the beginning of u to verify that u does not begin with 
bin(k+ 1) #. To make this comparison, the machine marks off the first m letters of 
w (m constant), compares them to the first m letters of u, marks off these letters, and 
then does that again for the next groups of m letters of w and v. A comparison of 
m letters takes a time log k and there are at most (log k)/m comparisons. On the 
accepted input x, this accepting computation takes a time at most 1 u I+ (log’ k)/m. For 
every E > 0 we can choose m > l/s. The length of x is n 3 1 u I> k, so the time is at most 
n+slog2 II. Moreover, the machine as it is described above never accepts an input 
belonging to L;. 0 
CoroIIary2.7. Ifn+log2ndT(n)=o(nlogn),thenT-DTIME(T(n))~T-NTIME(T(n)). 
This extends the theorem of [lo, p. 4261 given for T(n)>nloglogn. 
Corollary 2.8. (i) Reg = T-NTIME(n) S$ nE,O T-NTIME(n +E log2 n), 
(ii) nEzO T-NT1 ME(n+slog2 n)- l-DPDA #$. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Corollary 2.4. 
Definition2.9. LetAc{l}*, L>={110213 ...a’. 1ekJ, UE{O, l}, 1=a(mod2), ~‘EA} and 
L,=(O, 1)*-L>. 
Theorem 2.10. Zf AC(~)*, AET-DTIME(T(n)), with T(n)=O(n2), then L,ET- 
NTIME(O(n)). 
Proof. We describe an NTM M accepting LA. Recall that Lo was defined in Defini- 
tion 2.1, and let XEL,. Either XEL, and M accepts x in linear time by the algorithm of 
Theorem 2.2, or XEL’,, x= 1’0213...ak and lk$A. In the latter case, the NTM M 
guesses the beginning of uk and simulates the DTM accepting {a’: ~‘EA}, which rejects 
uk. This accepting computation takes a time 0(k2) + T(k)= 0(k2) = O(n) because 
it = k( k + 1) 3 k2. The machine M cannot accept an input in L>. 0 
As an example, if A = {12”: kEN}, then AET-DTIME(nlogn), so L,ET- 
NTIME(O(n)). 
This technique of “attaching” a language at the end of Lo to obtain a more 
complicated language in T-NTIME(O(n)) is the key point of the result of the next 
section. 
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3. An NP-complete language accepted in linear time by a one-tape NTM 
Fagin [2, p. 711 shows that there is an NP-complete language accepted in real time 
by an NTM with one input tape and one worktape. Thus, l-T-NTIME(n) contains an 
NP-complete language. Another example, given by Wagner and Wechsung [lo, 
p. 4291, is the set 3-SAT,’ obtained from the well-known NP-complete set 3-SAT by 
writing the indices of variables in unary and duplicating each variable. Such tricks do 
not fit our purpose. 
It is known that T-NTIME(n log n) contains an NP-complete language [lo, p. 4291. 
Such a language is obtained by the classical method of padding. For completeness, we 
give a proof of that result. 
Lemma 3.1. T-NTIME(n log n) contains an NP-complete language. 
Proof. Let A G C *, A being NP-complete. A one-tape NTM can simulate a multitape 
NTM in a polynomial time, therefore NP = UksN T-NTIME(nk). Let ke N such that 
AET-NTIME(nk), and let M be a one-tape NTM that accepts the set A in time nk. It 
can be supposed that M stops on every input. Let b be a letter which is not in the 
alphabet C and let B = (xblXlk-lXI : XEA}. Then B is trivially NP-complete. We show 
that BET-NTIME(n log n). 
Let N be the NTM which, on an input w of length n, performs the following 
algorithm: 
(1) verify that w can be written as xb’,x~C*, IeN, and reject otherwise; 
(2) simulate M on x and reject if M rejects; 
(3) compute 1x1 in binary by moving along x as in the proof of Theorem 2.2; 
(4) from 1 XI written in binary, compute lxlk - I xl in binary; 
(5) verify that l= IX/~- 1x1 by moving along b’ as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Note that only stage 2 is nondeterministic. N accepts if all the above can be done. 
Then N cannot accept on an input which is not in B. We compute the time taken by an 
accepting computation of N on an input w = xb’ of length n in B: 
(1) time to read the input: I xl + I= n; 
(2) time to simulate an accepting computation of M on x: at most (xlk=n; 
(3) time to compute 1x1: at most E~ 1x1 loglxl, where &I can be chosen arbitrarily 
small; 
(4) time to compute Ix Ik - Ix I from Ix I: polynomial in log Ix I; 
(5) time to verify that I= /x Ik - Ix I : at most Ed 1 log 1, where Ed can be chosen to be 
arbitrarily small. 
The total time is dominated by the time during stages (3) and (5), and, by choosing 
Ed, cZ, is at most n log n for IZ sufficiently large. 0 
By combining in a suitable way this language to the language L,, defined in Section 
2, we construct an NP-complete language in T-NTIME(O(n)). 
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Theorem 3.2. T-NTIME(n+ O(Jl g )) n o n contains an NP-complete language. 
Proof. Let L2 be any NP-complete language in T-NTIME(n log n). Let r1 be a finite 
alphabet such that L2 G r:. Let c be a symbol that does not belong to rl and let 
r2=rlu{c}. Then, for any i~N,c’~rin(T:-L~). 
Let # be a symbol that does not belong to Tz and let r3 =r, u { #}. 
Let L3=r:-{aI#a2#...#ak: k~~,Vil~i~k~ai~r:n(r:-Lz)}. That is, 
L3 is the set of words over the alphabet r3 that cannot be written as a sequence 
of words of length 1,2, . . . that do not belong to L2. We show that 
L3 ET-NTIME(n + 0( ,,& log n)) and L3 is NP-complete. 
We describe an NTM M accepting LJ. Let XEL, and n = 1x1. There are a number 
k and words aI, . . . , a,EI’z such that x = a, # . # ak (this is true in fact for any x in 
r j). Then 
_ either there is a number i, 1~ id k, such that 1 ail # i. Then M guesses the least such 
i and compares deterministically Jai_ 1 1 and lail as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. It 
takes a time O(ilog i)=O(&logn) to make the comparison, and there is an 
accepting computation on x taking n + 0( & log n) steps; 
_ or else for any i, 1 d id k, aiEri and there is an i such that aiEL2. Then M guesses 
the least such i and uses on ai the nondeterministic algorithm that accepts L2 in 
time i log i= O(&log n). Thus, there is an accepting computation on x taking 
n+O(&logn) steps. 
We remark that the machine A4 just defined cannot have an accepting computation 
on an input not in L3. 
Now we show that L3 is NP-complete. L,ET-NTIME(O(n))cNP. We show that 
L3 is NP-hard by showing that L2<* L3 by the function f:rz+r: defined by 
f(x)=c # c2 # .., #clXl-l # x (recall that cEr2 -r,). f is clearly computable in 
logarithmic space. For any xET: x~L~of(x)~L~. This is because f(x)$L3 
if and only if there are a number kEN and words aI, . . .,ak such that 
c#c2# . . . #cIXI+l#x=a,# . . . #ak, and for all i, l<i<k, aiET’;n(T:-L2). As 
c’ET:n(Tz-L,) for any i, ldi<k-1, this condition is equivalent to 
a,=xErlzxlf3(rT-L2), i.e. x$L2. 0 
Corollary 3.3. For every E > 0, there is an NP-complete language in T- 
NTIME((l +e)n). 
4. Conclusion 
We have exhibited many languages accepted in linear time by one-tape NTMs, i.e. 
NTMs with only one tape, without input tape. One of them is NP-complete. This 
shows the power of nondeterminism, even for one-tape Turing machines. 
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The method we used could be called “tight padding”. Like other padding tech- 
niques, it consists in artificially increasing the length of the input with respect to the 
amount of work done on this input. But the input must be seen to depart from strict 
conditions by a local inspection. The place of this inspection is guessed nondeter- 
ministically, and the work needed to verify the departure is small. 
The following problems are open: 
- Find the least function T(n) such that Reg 5 T-NTIME(n+ T(n)). 
- Find the least function T(n) such that T-NTIME(n+ r(n)) contains an NP- 
complete language. However, note that T(n) = 0 suits if and only if P = NP. 
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